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Week 4: YOUR WEBINAR



• The webinar funnel  

• The schedule for the 
webinar  

• Keys to a high 
converting webinar

Your Webinar…the funnel and the 
content…

Your Homework!

• The slide by slide look 
at the commanding  
Consultant Webinar



Please Note:  
 

There is additional training on the 
different webinar scheduling options and 

creating a high converting sales 
webinar…



Let’s touch on the funnel overview, 
and the subtle differences 

between the consulting webinar 
and the sales webinar…



What works best from what we have seen for 
CONSULTANT WEBINARS vs. SALES WEBINARS?



Similar Scenarios Work The Best For Both



• For Automated/Evergreen Funnels, both ‘right on time’ and 
setting events to run every day, 3 time options a day works 
well.   

• The goal for all of them is to get them to the webinar.  So 
more importantly, what kind of registration bribe can you 
offer to register and then on the thank you page, what bribe 
can you make to get them to show up to the webinar?

What works best from what we have seen for 
CONSULTANT WEBINARS & SALES WEBINARS?



CONSULTANT 
 FUNNEL

SALES  
FUNNEL

Suggested Schedule scenarios for the webinar: 

• Evergreen ‘right on time’ 

• Block by a day and offer 3 different  
times for the webinar.  [In attendees timezone] 

• Once a week scheduled webinar in one timezone or attendees timezone  
with a great sequence of emails before the webinar starts. [Seeding Your 
Authority]

OR



THE FLOW… 
FROM YOUR AD/PROMO 

ideal cost per lead is no more than 
10-13 dollars 

Value Bribe to sign up 
Value bribe to get 

them to the webinar 

45-1.5 hour long webinar (35-45% show up  
to the webinar designed to get applications

Application conversion 
goal is 50% of  

those who click to apply 
actually apply.

30% of those who apply buy…  
Either let them schedule their  

own time or call within 48 hours 

Facebook 
conversion:  
100 dollars 
per app or 

less



Please Note:  
A Webinar Funnel doesn’t 
replace organically putting 

yourself out there…



How to Create a High 
Converting Webinar… 

(The 6 to 7 figure webinar formula)



Three overview keys to creating a 
high converting webinar

 Keep Em Sticky with the BUZZ!  
[Getting them locked in to stay on the webinar 

 Authority and Personality [Build trust, show authority and leadership] 

 Urgency - Create the need,urgency and desire for them to want a 
conversation with you. 

**By the end of your webinar, ask yourself,  
did your webinar accomplish these 3 things…



 Not enough research…[Go out and lock in clients around your niche. Post 
about your business organically, or run a live webinar first and see how the 
market reacts to it]  

 Don’t Ramble…[Having rapport is good, but you need to hook them in within 
the first 10-15 minutes…[Building That Buzz]  

  Don’t read your webinar script, rush or overshare… 

  Don’t have multiple CTA’s [Call to action] on the webinar…Just have ONE. 

  Passive language. [Raise the stakes in your webinars…so use things like 
Transformations,shifts, keys etc instead of things like tips…] 

THINGS TO AVOID WHEN WRITING YOUR WEBINAR



The Outline of your webinar…

1) Title
2) Who is this for? 
3) Expectation and the BUZZ (Stick) Factor keeping them till the 

end…
4) Your story as it relates and asking them ‘Does this sound like 

you?’ 
5) The old way (common solution -not working) vs. the new way.
6) The Shifts/Blueprint/Strategies to achieve the new way…
7) CTA [Call to action] [For consulting webinar it’s a strategy call, for 

a sales webinar it goes into the pitch]



Tip: Write out your webinar on a doc 
first before putting them into a slide 

presentation. 



Headlines 

Ex:  How to Transform a Client from First Contact to Signed Contract

A good headline should be compelling and catchy…but how?  

• The solution or overall promise for what the event will achieve 
(The benefit that people will gain from it)  

• Speak in your audience’s language (Know who the webinar is for) 
• Often having headlines with numbers (these 3 things) or ‘How to’ in the title  
can convert the best.  (Create an Open Loop) 

• Try to keep it simple [But maybe even have an incentive listed for registering

Ex:  How to Make 6 Figures in Any Niche Using This  
Simple 3-Part Blog Formula



Headlines 

Research the #1 thing your prospect or clients have  
told you what they want to accomplish…

Ex.  Free Training: How to  ____________(their major benefit) Without Having to  
_________________(What they don't want to do or a timeframe) 

Ex:  How to Make 6 Figures in Any Niche Using This  
Simple 3-Part Blog Formula

Ex: How to lose 15 lbs in the next 15 days in under 15 minutes a day… 







Write out 10-15 headlines based on what your market has told you they want 
and then pick the best one.  

Use Adicted.io and/or Buzzsumo to research what your market is looking for.  

Pro Tip: 



  Call out your ideal prospect and repel your non ideal prospect by telling the 
audience WHO this webinar is for!  

WHO IS THIS FOR?



… If You Are A Consultant, Business Owner, Coach Or Online 
Course Creator, Looking For A Predictable/Consistent Way 
To Generate Customers, and  Students On Demand…And 
Grow Your Business To The Next Level…
 
Than You’re Definitely In The Right Place



Expectation and Anticipation 
The BUZZ Factor:  

The goal is to hook and keep them there… 
(What would your life look like if you had x.) 

ex.  What would you life look like if you could create one 
webinar that would generate you 20-50k a month in 
automated revenue?  

Help them begin to visualize their dream life now…start to 
frame it.



Goal:  Build Expectation and Anticipation which 
keeps them excited to stay till the end!  

Ie… Give them glimpses of what they are going to 
learn and how it can change their lives… 
(What would you life look like if you implemented this)  

EXAMPLE: “By the end of this webinar you will learn 
how you can use this 3 part system to start selling 
your products or services successfully to a hungry 
audience within 48 hours!”

Action steps: 
 
a. Welcome your attendees 
b. Tell them to close distractions
c. Let them know that you are still waiting for more to 
come into the door.
d. You can incentivize them to share news on your 
Facebook fan page(everyone who does gets enrolled 
for a free gift)

Create a Buzz… 

The length of time for the buzz 
section should be 5-10 minutes. 



If you went on vacation today, can you  
honestly say that it wouldn’t create  

more stress than enjoyment?

IS THIS YOU?



Get Personal & Start to Reveal Their Pain/The Problem  
Do we relate? 

Goal:  Build a Know Like and Trust & outline the overall 
problem that they might be facing. Either the itch that they 
need to scratch in the future or right now. 

Note: The secret to sharing your own story is basing it on 
how it will relate to your audience through empathy. 

Action steps: 
 
a. Talk about your own struggles, and then share how you 
were able to overcome them…

“First I did what everyone else was doing…[The common 
solution that didn’t work] but then I found the UNCOMMON 
solution and things started to come together!”

b.  Share your successes and why you are now the expert.  
Share press/publications you’ve been in etc.  The length of time for getting personal and 

sharing your pain (as it relates to them and your 
story should be about 10-15 minutes. 



Content/Value: Start to reveal the Uncommon Solution

Goal: We just used emotion…now let’s use logic… 
and start defining the Uncommon Solution [the new way]
 

Action Steps: 
 
a. Show a trend (as it relates to your uncommon solution.)  

b. Offer stats and market data /research to support your case. 

c. Appeal to logic…

Example:  When I started to implement webinars into my business, I was  
finally able to start building my email list and selling because webinars allowed  
me to build a know, like and trust which bridged the gap of impersonality on the web. 

Start to show the shifts that need to happen to achieve the new way



Revealing the Strategies/Shifts/Transformation Steps 
(continue)

Goal: SHOW INSIGHTS INTO THE UNCOMMON SOLUTION. 
SHOW THEM WHAT IT IS AND WHY IT’S GOING TO TRANSFORM THEM…

Start to reveal the transformation that will occur through this new solution  
 
Think of this value part as an extension of what they will be  
getting in your course, service or coaching.

Please Note: The HOW is going to be the product you’re offering…

Use case studies…these are going to be people who  
have benefited and are benefiting from the solution.
(These can be your own successes.) 

Then encourage them to follow along and  
take action if you are showing something cool like a flow.  

(The content and value should be around 30 minutes)



At this point we start to  
roll into the CTA  
(Call to Action)

For consulting webinars, your CTA is to get someone into your calendar or into an application to work 
with you. 

For a direct sales webinar, you start to move into the next phase, the CLOSE AND PITCH. 

For the rest of this deck, let’s look at the final elements to create a successful sales webinar…[Let’s 
continue on with the CLOSE and PITCH



The Close and Pitch
Number 4.  The Close and Pitch [The HOW]
a. Have the solution

b. Highlight product/course’s benefit of the benefit  

c. Testimonials (different from case studies) 

d. Bonuses listed when joining the program 

e. Call To Action (price breakdown)  
 
“I sell this to my masterminds for x, how much the normal cost is…”

f. Guarantee  

(The close and pitch should be around 15 minutes) (or more) 



Q and A section

Q and A should answer your audiences questions 
but also handle objections or concerns of the product
Offer/Reveal ‘Fast Action Bonuses’
Congratulate buyers 

(Q & A should be about 10-15 minutes)  
ex. to follow on the next page



EXAMPLE:  
Questions and Answers

Go to  
www.easywebinar.com

**Access to OnlineBroadcasts Course  
(Only for the first 15 people) $697 value

+ $1900 Bonus Package today! 
________________________________  
 
Total value of $2500 dollars.   
 
Cost for bonuses:  $2500  
 
Included when you pick up EasyWebinar today! 

Fast Action Bonus…when 
you take action today 
For the first 15 people!

One of my biggest wins this year is using 
Facebook ads to EasyWebinar.  Your team is 
awesome.  When there is an issue that comes up, 
you guys jump right on it.  I couldn’t be happier!  

-Rick Mulready (inside Social Media Podcast) 

http://www.easywebinar.com


Final action items

 Again, thank the buyers coming in….

 Ask them to stay so you can show the 
backend of the product or course.

 Final Action should be (5-10 min)

Example Message: “There are 2 things to do right now, we just gave you enough 
information to go take action right now do this stuff yourself...or you can come through 
and implement it at much faster rate which in turn will produce a greater result in a 
shorter period of time.”



Go through Modules 4:The follow up funnel and 
flow! Learn about the Event Launch Blueprint 

Decide on which webinar you are going to do. A 
sales webinar or consulting webinar.   

Go through the Consultant Webinar template we 
also provide you here.   
 

What is your homework?


